
Specifications               

Unit

cm
pcs
cm

Diameter cm

Width cm

The number of Steel rollers pcs

Power kW (PS)

Working speed km/hr

r.p.m.

Length cm

Width cm

Height cm

Aprox.weight kg

P.T.O. Drive shaft
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Full automatic operation system
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Category Ⅰ
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Connection/Others

Required Tractor Power

PTO shaft speed

Overall Dimentions

Voltage(Control Box)

Tire size

Power package

Number

Pick-up

MRB0855T

Twine

Working width

Bale  Chamber
Both end of tine

   Items

Binding

Number of tines

70

115

3P Category

○ = STANDARD
Remarks : Bale size and Bale weight varies depending on materials.

Figures, technical data, dimensions and weights are subject to changing without notice.
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12-13.8V

○

12-13.8V

Category Ⅰ

MRB0855N

Net
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You can choose either double twine binding device or net 
binding device. 
 

Twine binding (Model: - T) provides good efficiency  

with low binding material cost. 
 
Net binding (Model: - N) provides excellent efficiency 
and minimum loss of crop. 
Since both devices are located in front of the baler, 
binding process can be easily find from driver's seat. 

Net・Twine 

MINI ROUND BALER 
MODEL: MRB0855N/T     



All the operation is done on your tractor seat by 
the switch box. The buzzer goes off and notifies 
you when bale density reaches a set value. 

Power package unit is equipped as standard for 
tailgate opening. All the operation does not 
need any hydraulic output of tractor. It enables 
to work with wide range of tractor. 

Bale size is 70cm width x 50cm diameter, and 
easy to handle, especially for women and elderly. 

The bale density can be easily set to 8 different 
levels with pin installation. 

With compact design and 3point hitch direct 
attaching, it can easily turn in a small field in 
comparison with traction type hay baler. Light 
body enable works on wet fields as well. 

The gearbox output is protected by shear bolt. 
When overload occurs, the shear bolt will cut 
itself and protect the machine from damage. 

Highly durable steel rollers are adopted for the 
compression system. Power fluctuation is less 
than hay square baler, stable and noiseless 
operation can be expected. 

The tire tread can be adjusted not to trace the 
tractor's wheel trace.  

Easy adjustment of bale density Durable steel rollers   Power package 

Why choose Small Size Safety device  Easy handling bale Switch box 

Tire tread 

The high mobility and performance  
 Light and compact body enables you to work in small field 


